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There are families into
which we are born and
families that we create.

On Entitlement, acrylic on canvas 2 x 5'  2006
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Shelley Stefan, an Essay

It is not easy to unravel a world in
a nutshell, and it's hard not to feel
flooded from “acrylic” eyes that tell
of life and magic, as it is happening
now to me. It's a strong emotion
that I am feeling looking at the sights
and the lights coming from “Magic
Makers.”

Meeting Shelley was just like meet-
ing her paintings: a swollen river in a
quiet sunny day. 

I personally supervised/managed the
installation of her art for our Genderotica
2015, an international festival of queer
art fusion, that took place in Rome last
May where I was first introduced to
the monoprints of Figurations. It was
love at first sight.

This is the magic of Shelley’s art. 

Breaking the darkness into thoughts,
emptying and flooding them with
emotions, bodies, skin, hands, breaths…
fragment by fragment, like a strobe
that captures endless moments, with-
out ever being able to understand
where the light ends and where the
sinuousity of constantly evolving
bodies and desires begins.

Shelley Stefan, un Saggio

Non è facile sbrogliare un mondo
in poche parole, e non è facile non
sentirsi dilagati da occhi di “acrilico”
che raccontano di vite e di magie,
come sta accadendo ora. E’ la
sensazione forte che ho in questo
momento guardando gli sguardi
e la luce di “Magic Makers.”

Incontrare Shelley è stato esattamente
come incontrare i suoi quadri: un
fiume in piena in una tranquilla gior-
nata di sole.

Ho personalmente curato l’installaz -
ione delle sue opere nello spazio es-
positivo del nostro festival Genderotica
2015, un festival internazionale di
contaminazione di arte queer che ha
avuto luogo a Roma lo scorso maggio,
e l’approccio iniziale è stato con i mono-
prints di Figurations; praticamente
amore a prima vista.

Questa è la magia dell’arte di Shelley. 

Entrare nel buio dei pensieri, svuotarli
e inondarli di emozioni, corpi, pelle,
mani, respiri, frammento dopo fram-
mento, come una strobo che cattura
infiniti attimi, senza poter mai capire
dove finisca la luce e dove inizi la
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Unaligned bodies acting out of gender
binarism, inexorably, politically incor-
rect, unconventional bodies that are
claiming, self-identifing (determining?),
setting themselves free.

Bodies that you can’t define.

The eroticism, the sexuality, the desire,
they become open scenes to re-codify
the visionary and the fantasy, beyond
any kind of conformism.

The risk you run is to lose yourself in
the curves of light, a captivating beauty
inviting you to lay senses in the river
of a red-fire intimacy. 

The Darkness translates the absence of
words, where talking is allowed only
to the soft movements of bodies and
breaths.

A risk that is fully worth running.

As seen in Stefan’s Masked Series, not
all masks have the intention of hiding
the wearer’s face. What we put between
our face (or body) and the rest of the
world can have many kinds of mean-
ings. We can feel protected, we can see
a convincing mask that encourages us
to believe that we are something/some-
one else, or that we are something/
someone different.

Or hoping that whoever sees us, s/he
perceives us in the way we would like
to be seen.

You can change a look, an intention.
There are endless ways to act. We can
play with light and shade creating
endless ambiguous mystery... maybe
it's really magic. Or a game in the game?

sinuosità di corpi e di desideri in con-
tinuo divenire. 

Corpi non allineati, fuori dal binarismo
di genere, corpi fuori “norma” e quindi
inesorabilmente, politicamente scor-
retti, che si liberano, si rivendicano e
si autodeterminano.

Che non si possono definire.

L’erotismo, la sessualità, il desiderio
diventano campi aperti di ri-codificaz -
ione degli immaginari e della fantasia,
al di là di ogni tipo di conformismo. 

Il rischio è quello di perdersi tra le curve
di luce, accattivanti di bellezza e invi-
tanti ad abbandonare i sensi nel fiume
di un’intimità rosso fuoco. Il buio a
tradurre l’assenza di parole, dove a
parlare sono solo i movimenti attenti
dei corpi e i respiri. 

Un rischio che vale pienamente la
pena di correre.

Gli oli di Masked Series parlano di
maschere che non necessariamente
nascondono. Quello che mettiamo tra
il nostro viso (o corpo) e il resto del
mondo può assumere ogni tipo di
significato che vogliamo, possiamo
sentirci protetti, possiamo far vedere
una maschera convincendo che siamo
altro, o convincendo noi stessi che
siamo altro. 

O sperando che chi ci veda, ci veda
come vorremmo apparire noi. 

Cambia uno sguardo, un’intenzione e si
possono creare infinite chiavi di lettura,
e i giochi di luce ed ombra rendono
questo mistero ambiguo ancora più
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Or hoping that whoever sees us, s/he
does it the way we would like us to
show.

You can change a look, an intention
so that you can create endless ways to
act, and the play of light and shade
makes this ambiguous mystery even
more intense... maybe it’s really magic.
Or a game in the game? 

A barrier from the world or a power
tool?

But the passion is strong even when
it comes from other, especially that
“other“ that touches you deeply and
shocks you.

The story behind Lesbian Family Her-
aldry and The Lesbian Effigies does
slip back into the darker history
and obscurantism, the history that
denies rights and rejects people in the
name of a “Good (God?)” whose rules
fit in the “traditional family“ model,
the only safe, universally valid
model, making middle-class ones and
prelates feel good (as if Jesus Christ
was born of a traditional family, if we
consider that he was not the son of
Joseph, ndS ...).

I’m thinking of unhealthy mechanisms
forcing the ideas of a few people by
denying the natural rights to others
(this subject is very topical in Italy,
we managed with difficulty to have
a law on civil unions but the law
on stepchild adoption has been cut
off, and an Italian minister publicly
declared “[that he was] happy to
have prevented a revolution against

intenso… forse davvero una magia.
O un gioco nel gioco?

Una barriera dal mondo o uno stru-
mento di forza?

Ma la passione è forte anche quando si
parla di altro, soprattutto di quell’ “altro”
che ti tocca a fondo e ti sconvolge.

La storia dietro a Lesbian Family
Heraldry e The Lesbian Effigies fa ripi-
ombare nella storia più scura ed
oscurantista, quella che toglie diritti e
sottrae persone, in nome di un “bene”
stabilito da regole ritagliate a misura di
“famiglia tradizionale,” l’unico modello
universalmente valido e sicuro e che fa
star tranquilli benestanti e prelati (come
se gesù cristo fosse nato da una famiglia
tradizionale, se consideriamo che non
era neanche il figlio di Giuseppe, ndS…).

Penso al malsano meccanismo che
impone le idee di alcune persone per
negare diritti naturali ad altre persone
(questo tema è molto attuale in Italia,
siamo riusciti a fatica ad avere una
legge sulle unioni civili ma la legge
sulla stepchild adoption è stata tagli-
ata via, con tanto di ministro italiano
che pubblicamente ha dichiarato “di
essere contento di aver impedito una
rivoluzione contro natura e antropo-
logica,” pensa come siamo messi, ndS),
penso a quanti “nel nome di…” siano
stati strumentalizzati per giustificare
massacri fisici e mentali. 

Penso al colonialismo religioso, etnico,
sociale, di genere sui corpi e sulle menti
che si perpetra da troppo tempo ormai. 
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nature and anthropology,” can you
reckon how bad we’re doing now,
ndS), I think of how many “in the
name of…” have been manipulated
to justify many physical and mental
massacres.

I’m thinking of the religious, ethnic,
social, gender colonialism on people
bodies and minds that keeps on going
on too long.

So I’m thinking of a “new Hero,”
unhinging, reclaiming and rebuilding
on h*self those exclusively male, colo-
nial power symbols (weapons and
armor), transforming them to symbols
of struggle, claim and protest against
that power. A “new Hero” (heroine?)
that reduces all forms of colonialism
to a defenceless and naked being.

Spruzzy, Eyes Wild Drag
Roma, Italia

ndS: It may seem funny, but while observ-
ing the lesbian effigies, they reminded
me of some Marseille tarots I had seen
long ago; the tarot cards are also called
"Triumphs" and are illustrated with
human, animals and mythological figures,
expressing ancient symbols and divina-
tion suggestions. Stefan sees a future
where a "new Hero" will celebrate her
"Triumph" over the "diseases" of the world.

E allora penso a una eroina, che scar-
dina, si riappropria e ricostruisce su
di sé simboli che da esclusivamente
maschili e di potere colonialista (armi
e armatura), vengono ricodificati e
diventano simboli di lotta, rivendicaz -
ione e contestazione proprio contro tale
potere. Un’eroina che riduca ogni forma
di colonialismo ad un essere inerme e
nudo, la cui pericolosità sarà solo quella
di un inoffensivo sguardo piagnucoloso
e risentito.

Spruzzy, Eyes Wild Drag
Roma, Italia

ndS: Potrà sembra buffo, ma osservando le
effigi ho pensato a dei tarocchi marsigliesi
che avevo visto tempo fa; le carte dei taroc-
chi sono chiamate anche “Trionfi” e sono
illustrate con figure umane, animali e
mitologiche, cariche di antiche simbologie
e suggestioni divinatorie. Mi immagino
allora di prevedere un futuro tanto utopis-
tico quanto nobile nelle sue intenzioni:
un futuro dove una “new hero” potrà
finalmente celebrare il suo “Trionfo” sulle
“malattie” del mondo.
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This is a Tale of Arms and the Artist: Shelley Stefan and
the Casting of Lesbian Family Heraldry

In the Italian Renaissance a coat of arms was a powerful statement of
family’s presence in an Italian city state. Crests were devised to demarcate
territorial leadership and supremacy within cities, indicating to rival
families, as well as threatening invaders, that they were entering a zone
whose laws, customs and authority were dictated entirely through the
sphere of one family.

During this epoch crests were also in-
delibly imprinted and chiseled into the
façades of family homes. The household
was the physical core, the fortress, and
citadel for the family whose physical
space was often threatened and under
siege in the fractious and constantly
warring Italian city states of Pisa,
Florence and Perugia. By 16TH century
Italy coats of arms had become so

closely identified with familial territo-
riality and political authority that the
religious order of St. Francis forbade
the presence of arms in churches. This
adamant measure to preserve peace
within church walls was a small ges-
ture, but a much needed attempt to
preserve a portion of calm in towns
given over to strife, war and terror.

Coat of Arms, walnut ink sketch  2005
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In essence, the Shakespeare play Romeo
and Juliet is an accurate description of
the social order in Renaissance Italian
city states, and the senselessness of the
warring families populating them. The
Franciscan Friar Lawrence, like all
brothers of his Order, cast himself into
the futile role of public peacemaker.
Lawrence believed that the solemnized
and sanctified ritual of marriage per-
formed before the eyes of God, would
be an opportunity to bring sparring
families together in a state of peace.
Everything about marriage in Renais-
sance Italy signified holy union; even
the creation of family arms connoted
this. During the time of marriage two
distinct family crests were conjoined
to make an entirely new coat of arms.
This new crest would be placed on
the wedding china in the young
bride’s dowry. The piatto da pompa
or ceremonial crest plates would be
prominently displayed in public at
the wedding reception, inviting the
entire town to view the opulent mar-
riage ceremony, appreciate the china and
attest to the legitimacy of this new union
before God, man and the relatives.

In the case of the play Romeo and Juliet
the warring families did not support
such a union, and for this reason it was
performed in secrecy. In fact, Juliet’s
father was so adamantly opposed to
the idea that she marry anyone but his
choice of a spouse, that he declared he
would rather see her die a beggar in the
street than have disobey his wishes.
Historically, marriage and matchmak-
ing implied the uniting of fortunes,

enabling a family to increase its upward
mobility. This was demonstrated by
the merging of the two family’s coats
of arms, symbolizing an enhanced
family identity, combining two power-
ful families through the ceremony of
marriage. In essence, marriage was the
process through which two families
united to become a single more pow-
erful entity. Therefore the union of
marriage was an important means
by which both families advanced
themselves socially, economically and
politically. Marriage was of strategic
importance, and for this reason a deci-
sion of such gravity was one made
by the male head of the household.
It was not a decision left to the young
and innocent. Rather the success and
advancement of the entire family was
invested in the appropriate choice.

Juliet’s rejection of her father’s choice
of a partner, and his hostile reception
to her self-determination, is a reaction
similarly experienced by many gay
couples. Families, especially traditional
ones, have preconceived notions regard-
ing suitable and appropriate partners
for their children. This parental concern,
and indeed anxiety, arises out of their
own hopes for their child’s future wel-
fare and happiness but also their own
concerns about their family’s percep-
tion within their own community. Their
child’s choice of a partner is also a
reflection of a mother or father’s own
perceived merits as a parent. 

Romeo and Juliet’s marriage sanctified
by Friar Lawrence without parental
consent represents the inversion of the
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established social order. In the Renais-
sance the decision to marry and choose
a partner was an act which perpetuated
tradition and reaffirmed socially
established values. Specifically, one
that would successfully bring forth
legitimate heirs, carry on the family
name but also extend its sphere of
authority in the city state.

Shelley Stefan’s artistic work in
Family Lines, Lesbian Family Heraldry,
The Achievement of Arms examines
the creation of crests and the traditional
sentiments of family encoded in them.
In the face of a tradition and history
which sustains the established, pre-
conceived and clearly defined notions
regarding the constituents of marriage
and family, Stefan sets out to recast the
model. In the process of broadening
the scope of society’s concept of fam-
ily she includes new emerging family
structures represented by same sex
couples. This is a new version of the
family, which is now openly entering
mainstream society, and securing the
legal right to dwell within it. 

For Shelley Stefan the process of creating
a coat of arms especially in the imperm-
eable and unbreakable metal of bronze
is an assertion of legitimacy and lon-
gevity. It is the means by which she
inserts something newly emerging, such
as the legal presence of same sex unions
and rights for their families, within a
social structure that has intentionally
excluded them for centuries. By insert-
ing same sex families into traditional
and historical iconography she asks the
question: what if they had not been
excluded? How far would this have
gone toward securing social acceptance?

Shelley Stefan creates her own family
arms using traditional media and its
established iconography. At the same
time the artistic process enables her to
reflect on the image she desires her
family to project, and indeed embody,
to contemporary mainstream society.
As was the case with families in the
Middle Ages she is able to select images
and messages, specifically a motto,
which will become intrinsically identi-
fied with her family’s public identity. 

Coat of Arms, graphite sketch  2005 Coat of Arms, plaster cast  2005
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Shelley Stefan’s family, like middle class
Renaissance Italian families in the 16TH

century is in a unique and historic
situation. In the 16TH century the
concept of the middle class was a new
one. In the previous centuries the mid-
dle class as we now know it, did not
exist. Rather, aside from aristocrats and
the merchant class, a society consisting
of a mass of feudal serfs paying taxes
and rents to local lords predominated
in Europe. The rise of the middle class
was an outcome of the chaos and con-
fusion caused by a series of plagues
between the 10TH and 15TH centuries. 
It was only in the ensuing state of
social dislocation that these impover-
ished families were able to move into
the cities and become upwardly mobile
and even affluent. With this new found

Coat of Arms, bronze patina  2005

Coat of Arms, bronze detail  2005
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prosperity, this once peasant popula-
tion, was able to secure ownership
of a home and land for their families.
With land and money came a political
and social identity and the accompa-
nying influence. Likewise, in the 21ST

century, for the first time in history,
same sex families are also gaining
equal social and political presence.
Shelley Stefan’s work demonstrates

Coat of Arms, bronze detail  2005

Coat of Arms Crest Belt Buckle on Belt  2005

that the first step toward legitimacy
involves a return to history, adopting
the traditional or accepted notions of
self-identity and inserting this newly
revised definition and image into the
annals that existed before. This process
of inclusion is a healing one. It serves
not just to remedy historical omissions,
but even more so creates the appear-
ance that families of diversity existed
all along. Stefan positions same sex
families in their rightful place, hold-
ing together the fabric of society along
with all the other ancient family lines.

Dr. Angela Clarke
Curator, Il Museo
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Untitled, oil on panel, 2 x 2'  2002

Magic Makers, acrylic on paper, 14 x 21"  2002
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In the Masked Series, I used
my wife and daughter as
models to create several oil
and acrylic paintings about
the space between secrecy
and embodiment. When
one wears a mask, there is
a dance between intention
and unknown. I became
interested in this line and
the moments when one
can simultaneously hide
and transform.

Artist’s Statement

I make artwork because I find it to be one of the most acute mechanisms
to understand and navigate human experience. I make it also because it
is pleasurable, not only for its sumptuous materiality, but for the moments
and whispers when it offers insight into what is beyond words. If art is
a thing, I would say it is a vehicle of supreme capillary action; it can seep
into the narrowest of spaces, often against all odds.

Daughter, oil on panel, 12 x 17"  2002
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Untitled, oil on panel, 2 x 2'  2002

Untitled, oil on panel, 2 x 3'  2002
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In Figurations, I developed a series of
monoprints (monotypes) where I rolled
ink onto plexiglass sheets and then
used subtractive methods to create
intuitive figure studies based on
memory and experience. I am inter-
ested in the drama of human bodies
and the wrestling component that
I find inherent to love, lust, and inti-
macy. This entanglement, and its rush
of push and pull, is the centre of this
study.

From Figurations Part 4, monotype, 26 x 20"  2005

From Figurations Part 1, monotype, 11 x 8"  2004

From Figurations Part 4, monotype, 26 x 20"  2005
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From Figurations Part 4, monotype, 26 x 20"  2005

From Figurations Part 1, monotype, 26 x 20"  2004
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Lesbian Family Heraldry: An Achievement
of Arms is a body of work about defend-
ing one’s own right to be. It is a project
born out of the experience of feeling
under siege and the impetus to stand
up for yourself and your family when
the world does not. My family and
I suffered injustice in the US legal
system where we were not recog-
nized as a ‘real’ family. We endured
separation, de-legitimization, and
erasure in the face of the law, which
was devastating. I turned to the power
of art for poetic justice and created
a coat of arms for my family, using
the art and science of heraldry to
create bronzes that would stand the
test of time and a family crest that
would serve to act as reparation and
reinstatement.

Shield Coloration Studies 1, 11 x 14" ink 

Reparation through Heraldry, Shelley Stefan
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Lesbian Effigy Rendering IX, graphite  2005

Lesbian Effigy Rendering VII, detail, graphite  2005 Lesbian Effigy Rendering II, graphite  2005

Lesbian Effigy Rendering VII, detail, graphite  2005
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The Lesbian Effigies are a series of art-
works that envision a new kind of hero.
After witnessing and overcoming sev-
eral ordeals involving violence against
women, bigotry, and homophobia,
and the subsequent redirection and
reboot offered through Lesbian Family
Heraldry: An Achievement of Arms,
I became interested in looking at a
new form of protagonist. Historically,
medieval effigies commemorated
brave knights who overcame great
battles and slew formidable beasts.
This body of paintings does the same,
with a contemporary twist. The vic-
tim switches spots with the victor,
allowing for a new space of triumph
and a comment on social ills.

On Greed, acrylic on canvas, 2 x 5'  2006Lesbian Effigy Rendering III, graphite  2005
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On the Infantile, acrylic on canvas, 2 x 5'  2006 On Malevolence, acrylic on canvas, 2 x 5'  2006
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On Monoheroicism, acrylic on canvas, 2 x 5'  2006On the Despotic, acrylic on canvas, 2 x 5'  2006
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Artist’s Biography

Shelley Stefan was born in the United
States in 1974 in a small town outside
of Chicago, Illinois. She was raised by
an Italian mother, Sally (Toigo) Stefan,
and an Austrian father, Richard Stefan.
Shelley’s Italian great-grandparents on
her Nonna’s side, Zelinda (Valdeserri)
Gentilini and Ubaldo Gentilini, immi-
grated to the US from the Bologna
region in Italy. Shelley’s Italian great-
grandparents on her Nonno’s side,
the Toigo family, immigrated to the US
from the Belluno area in the Dolomiti
region of Italy. The Toigos were a fam-
ily of artists and Shelley’s mother, Sally,
and her Nonno, John Toigo, passed
on this artist gift to her. Shelley grew
up drawing and painting and was
taught at a young age by her mother.
She studied art in high school and then
went on to receive her BFA degree in
Painting and Drawing at the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame in 1996. At this
time, Shelley began to synthesize the
notion that art can exist to create
beauty and also to provoke thought
and change. Portraits of a Lover, Shelley’s
graduating BFA thesis show at Notre
Dame’s Snite Museum of Art, was one
of the first times LGBTQ-themed art
made its appearance on campus and

at the institution. This experience
laid the groundwork for a career in
LGBTQ art and activism. Post grad-
uation, Shelley moved out West and
found a home base in Portland, Oregon,
where she spent several years exhibit-
ing as an artist and deepening her
creative practice. In 2003, she was
accepted into graduate school and
received her MFA degree in Studio
Art at Maine College of Art in 2006.
Upon graduation, Shelley accepted a
teaching position at the University of
the Fraser Valley in British Columbia,
Canada, and is now Associate Profes-
sor and Department Head of Visual
Arts at UFV.
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Curriculum Vitae

Shelley Stefan
Shelley.Stefan@ufv.ca
Department Head, Associate Professor
Visual Arts Department, University of the Fraser Valley

Education 

2006 MFA, Maine College of Art, Portland, ME, USA
1996 BFA, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA

Awards

2013 Achievement in Visual Arts, Cultural Resources Commission,
Mission, BC, Canada

Solo Exhibitions

2015 B is for Butch, Aaron Hall Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
2014 Multiplicity of Self: Queer Portraits, Make Gallery, Vancouver, BC, Canada
2010 B is for Butch, Azucarera Gallery, New York City, NY, USA
2001 Drag King Witch, Medusa Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
2000 Portraits, Common Grounds Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
1999 Portraits, Cup-n-Saucer Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
1998 Self Portraits, Burnside Bean Gallery, Portland, OR, USA

Group Exhibitions

2015 Genderotica, Nuovo Cinema Palazzo, Rome, Italy
2015 NW Pride, The Gallery at Queen’s Park, New Westminster, BC, Canada
2014 Sad Mag Suburbia, Moat Gallery, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2014 Sad Mag - Suburbia, Place Des Arts Gallery, Coquitlam, BC, Canada 
2014 About Face, CityScape Gallery, North Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2013 Boobies & Wieners, Hot Art Wet City, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2013 Art For Impact 10: Roots of Change, CBC Vancouver Studio,

Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2013 Fraser Valley Biennale, The Reach Gallery Museum, Abbotsford, BC, Canada 
2013 UFV Faculty Exhibition, UFV Art Gallery, Abbotsford, BC, Canada 
2012 Random Acts of Queerness, Roundhouse Exhibition Hall,

Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2012 UFV Faculty Exhibition, UFV Art Gallery, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2011 Fraser Valley Biennale, The ACT, Maple Ridge, BC, Canada 
2011 UFV Faculty Exhibition, Maple Ridge Art Gallery, Maple Ridge, BC, Canada 
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2010 A Taste of Butch Flavor,Aaron Hall Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
2010 UFV Faculty Exhibition, The Reach Gallery Museum, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2009 The Lesbian Effigies, ONTRAC Gallery, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
2008 UFV Faculty Exhibition, UFV Art Gallery, Abbotsford, BC, Canada 
2007 UFV Faculty Exhibition, UFV Art Gallery, Abbotsford, BC, Canada 
2006 UFV Faculty Exhibition, Chilliwack City Hall, Chilliwack, BC, Canada 
2006 Lesbian Family Heraldry: An Achievement of Arms, MFA Exhibition, MECA,

Portland, ME, USA 
2005 Community Show, Space Monkey, Portland, OR, USA 
2003 AIDS Benefit Art Auction, Portland, OR, USA 
1999 Full Throttle Completion, Art House, Portland, OR, USA 
1996 Portraits of a Lover, BFA Exhibition, The Snite Museum of Art,

Notre Dame, IN, USA

Presentations and Panels
2015 20 Years of Queer Painting, Il Cassero, Bologna, Italy
2015 I Paint My Wife, Parco del Cavaticcio, Bologna, Italy
2014 Artist Talk, Riley Hall of Art and Design, University of Notre Dame,

Notre Dame, IN, USA
2014 Two Decades of Butch Painting, Rainbow Worm, Beijing, China
2014 Artist Talk, University of Shanghai in Science and Technology,

Shanghai, China
2014 Artist Talk, Sichuan Normal University, Chengdu, China
2013 Interculturalism – Co-Lead Artist, UBC Learning Exchange,

Vancouver, BC, Canada
2013 Faculty Micro-Lecture, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2013 Panelist, Faculty Art Exhibition, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2012 Panelist, BA Creativity Roundtable, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2010 Artist Talk, Azucarera Gallery, New York City, NY, USA
2009 (in)security in a liminal space, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2009 I:Dent, Burnaby Art Gallery, Burnaby, BC, Canada
2009 Image and Idea Symposium, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada 
2006 Art and Appropriation, UFV, Abbotsford, BC, Canada
2006 Artist Talk, MECA MFA, Portland, ME, USA
2003 Artist Talk, Portland Community College, Portland, OR, USA
1996 LGBTQ Presenter, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA



Lesbian Family Wine 2006
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In Perfect Love
and Perfect Trust



Front: Achievement of Arms, bronze  2005

Back: From Figurations Part 1, monotype 11 x 8" 2004

Il Centro Italian Cultural Centre
3075 Slocan Street, Vancouver BC
www.italianculturalcentre.ca
Tel: 604 430-3337

Hours:
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00AM – 5:00PM


